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Abstract

This decade has seen a rapidly increasing trend in the demand for cyber risk management strategies. Risk managers and operators of critical organizations are seeking approaches to minimizing cyber risk management budgets and covering exposed value as much as possible. Small business owners used to underestimate cyber risk, and so suffered from cyber accidents. Now even with better understanding of the risks, they hesitate to pay high premiums for cyber protection. The insurance industry is driven to provide standalone contracts for this newly emerged risk with its hard-to-predict losses and deteriorating through information asymmetry. More accurate measurement for analyzing cyber exposure and a model to decide premium loading are imperative to better coverage of the global cyber system.

This paper established a framework of entities for managing cyber accidents and insurance institutions design policies and provides an overview of operations and products. Based on the analysis of the market, the problems of existing adverse selection and limited products for cyber risk are addressed. Designing acceptable contracts is considered to be a key solution. Since there is a problem with lack of loss records, the view of insured is taken to identify transferred risk. An expected cyber loss function is employed and which is the product of the exposure asset, the exposure factor, the probability of being attacked, and the loss given if an attack is successful. An optimized investment decision system is implemented to obtain the transferred risk of the insured (which is also the risk covered by the insurance industry). A Monte Carlo simulation method is used to estimate the premium loading conditioning on the optimized insured strategy. The goal is to better match the demand and supply of insurance contracts. A profit & loss function was used to quantify insurance institutions’ profitability. The Monte Carlo method provides a reasonable premium rate and could be utilized with empirical data, as well as with more complicated practical situations. Considering the restrictions and the necessity to control adverse selection and moral hazard, possible ways to hedge the risk of insolvency are also discussed.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

On November 14, 2014, the film studio Sony Pictures Entertainment was attacked by a hacker group called the “Guardians of Peace”. Confidential data, including personal information about Sony Pictures employees and their families, e-mails between employees, information about executive salaries at the company, copies of then-unreleased Sony films and other information, was released. According to Reuters, this cyber attack would cost Sony studio as much as 100 million dollars. After sonypictures.com was attacked previously in 2011, Sony made a claim of $1.6 million from its insurer, Hiscox. After that, this cyber insurer refused to quote a renewal. Sony Pictures thus purchased a $20 million policy from Lockton, which including $10 million in self-insured retention. In April 2015, Sony’s cyber contract was moved to AIG acquiring $10 million in coverage. In May, Sony turned to Marsh, which reached out to Brit Insurance, Liberty International Underwriters, Beazley and other carriers to secure $60 million in coverage. However, compared to the total direct and indirect loss the movie studio confronted, this was apparently not an enough coverage. The costs arose from new software and hardware, employee labor relation repair, investigations, lawsuit fees, as well as reputation damage.

1.1 Overview of Cyber Risk

Since 2010, companies, organizations, and individuals have had to face up to cyber threats, and there is an increasing trend of cyber crimes.

a. Development Risk
The development of information technology has no doubt made a great difference in almost all of the industries in the world, for example, banking, health-care, retail and so on. However, at the same time, the dark side of information and technology has been revealed. Data breaches, business interruptions, unauthorized access, industrial control system (ICS) attacks and many other cyber incidents contribute to high financial and reputation damage. In other words, our dependency on information and technology exposes us to cyber risk.

b. Operational Risk
Cyber risk was first described as Internet-related risk [16], which is a broad definition. Promoted by the awareness of the crucial role of cyber risk, the definition of cyber risk has become more clear and detailed from views of IT and risk management. Biener, Eling and Wirfs [5] discussed several definitions of cyber risk. First, a narrow concept regards cyber risk as the malicious electronic events causing system failure and monetary loss. Second, broader view, generally define cyber risk as information technology security risk. Third, a definition adopted from Cebula and Young [7] considers cyber risk to be operational risks to IT assets that result in damage to confidentiality, availability or integrity of information systems. Categorizing cyber risk as operational risk is widely accepted nowadays. Cyber risk has become the most common operation risk [33].

c. Interdependent Risk
Although cyber threats are unique based on region, industry, degree and company size, cyber crime is interdependent since the Internet is a shared medium. On the one hand, internal correlation includes collaborations and communications among security layers and systems; on the other hand, global (external) correlation includes entities using standard software facing the same risk of viruses and other vulnerabilities, and firms and their suppliers sharing information. To be more concrete, Bohme and Kataria [6] proposed examples for different kinds of cyber-risk correlation. They claimed that worms and viruses contribute to both high global correlation and high internal correlation; hardware failure has both low global correlation and low internal correlation; spyware/phishing leads to high global correlation and low internal correlation; and insider attacks result in low global correlation and high internal correlation.

d. Top Risk

\[1\text{They categorize cyber risk into four classes based on frameworks in Basel II: (1) actions of people, (2) systems and technology failure, (3) failed internal processes and (4) external events}\]

\[2\text{Confidentiality, availability or integrity: ISO27000}\]
The last decade has seen the astonishing growth of cyber crime industry, which is an escalating threat not only increasing in frequency and spectrum, but also in complexity and severity. To be more specific, the number of detected cyber-attacks skyrocketed during 2014, up 48% from 2004, at roughly 117,339 incidents per day [34]. Although most recorded cyber attacks targeted medium-size entities, there is a growing trend of small enterprise attacks because they can provide a back door to companies with a more robust system [3], [10]. Companies will not only be exposed to direct cyber attacked but also be affected by supply chains and across counterparties. The average annual cost of cyber attacks to affected businesses has grown 17 percent per annum, reaching $9 million per business. Cyber incidents re estimated to cost more than $400 billion a year [9], [10], [36].

Considering that more than 50 billion devices could be connected by 2020[8], along with the increasing interconnectivity, globalization, and commercialization, we can expect increasing numbers of victims, which will enhance both the exposure and the impact of cyber risk and a deteriorating loss in the foreseeable future. According to Global Risks Report of World Economic Forum [13], cyber risk is currently ranked as one of the top 10 risks most likely to cause world crisis.

1.2 Features of Cyber Incidents

a. Regional Variation According to Biener et al.[4], property and liability insurance usually exclude cyber risk, in response to this situation, an exclusive insurance product for cyber risk has emerged, mostly in the United States. This national response can be explained by the regional variation of cyber incidents. North America, Europe, Asia have traditionally spent most on cyber protection and Africa the least, because there is a strong correlation between a region’s income level and loss to cyber crime [5], [10]. In Marsh Global Risks Report, 2016, cyber risk is the most likely global risk in North America [13].

b. Victim Size and Sector

Different from Biener et al.’s research [13] which uses employees number to present the size of firms, reports typically use revenue size to describe the size of an entity. Nano-Revenue (<$50M), Micro-Revenue ($50M-$200M) and Small-Revenue ($300M-$2B) companies occupied about 71% of the claims related to data breaches [30], perhaps because they do not have the resources to protect themselves against cyber risk or to absorb its damage. Notice that although the Nano, Micro, and Small organizations account for a significant proportion of the insurance claims, these claims are only for about 20% of the total data exposed worldwide (exposed records). In contract, Mid ($2B-$10B) and
Large-Revenue($10B-$100B) organizations account for 60% of the exposed records. Sectors holding a considerable amount of private information, such as healthcare, retail, and education; sectors storing incentive personal financial information, such as financial institutions, as well as those who depend a lot on digitalized technology processes, such as manufacturing, telecommunications, technology, are most likely to be attacked. However, there is growing impact among the energy, utilities and transport sectors, driven by the increasing perils posed by interconnectivity.

c. Cyber Incidents Types
Data privacy is the key risk at-risk asset, since cyber incidents recorded by Advisien broke down as follows: digital data breach, loss or theft of information (61%); improper disposal/distribution loss or theft (14%); privacy violations 10%; system/network security violation disruption (7%). Other types of accidents, for example, fraudulent use or access and cyber extortion sum up to less than 10% [1]. Personally identifiable information (PII), payment card information (PCI) and private health information (PHI) are the most common types of data included in a claim [30]. The highest average cost cases are digital asset loss or theft, phishing and skimming, and system failure [1].

d. Cause of Loss
The most costly cyber crimes are those attributes to malicious insiders, denial of services and web-based attacks [20], and the most frequent causes of loss are hacking and malware. Notice that in [12], [30], 25% of the claims submitted are attributed to third party vendors, more than 20% of the data breach has insider involvement. A worse finding is that 81.9% of attacks take only minutes to get to in the system, but 67.8% of strikes take days to recover from [12].
1.3 Problem Description

Unlike fire insurance, which has more than 1000 years of history, cyber risk emerged just decades ago and is developing with high technology. Material loss includes property loss, reputation damage and bodily injury, but existing property or liability insurance typically does not cover cyber accidents, moreover, there are few existing policies could make up the coverage gap. Furthermore, many organizations are unaware of the potential loss, underestimate the newly growing threat and their exposure to large risk. Only attacked companies push to seek risk transfer. Finally, the hard-to-predict losses, lack of market participation, adverse selection, and dependent incidents among networks hobble carriers efforts to provide satisfying products. A conservative charge for the cyber insurance contract is higher compared with traditional policies. The limited coverage and high price aggravate the lack of active risk transformation with insurance.

Risk managers and brokers have been eager to introduce and improve quantitative methods to measure expected cyber losses and mitigate the potential loss. Better matching the demand and supply of insurance products is a critical task for the cyber insurance industry. In the first chapter, an overview of cyber risk and cyber incidents are provided. In the next chapter, cyber risk insurance market is analyzed, and we showed that to speed up the procedure covering the global cyber system, the prime process is to design acceptable cyber insurance products. Two main steps of designing insurance contract are identifying insured risk and pricing. A cyber risk management framework was also structured in this chapter to demonstrate that identifying transferred risk based on insured optimized system could be used to quantify risk covered by the insurance industry. Thus, finding out an appropriate method to quantify insureds’ risk and establish an insured optimization decision system would accomplish the first step in designing acceptable contracts. In the third chapter, a quantification method is defined based on National Bureau Standard and Gordon’s vulnerability function. Four scenarios are discussed to establish an insured optimization system. The quantification function illustrated the cost-effectiveness of cyber insurance and the scenarios explained how the restrictions influence cyber insurance coverage. Thus, this chapter formed the basis for further pricing procedure. In chapter four, Monte Carlo simulations based on the optimized insured strategy are deployed to price cyber premium loading for a general market consists of small companies, as well as for a particular company. Corresponding profit & loss distributions of carriers are computed to test the profitability of the pricing approach. In Chapter five, plans to hedge the insolvency risk of insurance institutions were employed. Finally, the findings and suggestions for future research are concluded in the last chapter.
Chapter 2

Background

2.1 Cyber Risk Insurance Market

In this section, the market situation of the cyber insurance industry is analyzed from the point of view of both insured companies and insurer companies. And the finding is that there exist severe risk exposure and adverse selection problems due to high price, limited coverage and un-preparation, and the key solution is to provide an acceptable product.

2.1.1 Insured: Management Operation Overview

a. Insufficient Knowledge
The world has underestimated the dangers of cyber attacks. The rank of cyber risk among top risks in the world was raised up from 15th in 2013 to 5th in 2015 [36]. Although the awareness of cyber risk is increasing rapidly, a significant percentage of organizations still lack knowledge of cyber risks. In Europe, 79% of the companies have at best basic understanding; in other words, only 21% of organizations completely understand cyber threats [25]. In the US, to reduce the server cyber risks against organizations’ underestimation, government introduced mandatory notification requirements, requirements that have now spread of over 90% of US states.

b. Insufficient Preparation
According to the Allianz Report [36], the top risk for which businesses are least prepared is cyber risk followed by supply chain disruption, natural catastrophes, political/social
upheaval and terrorism. In Europe, nearly 68% of organizations have not estimated the financial impacts of a cyber-attack; only 25% of organizations possess an incident response plan for real cyber events and 77% organizations do not assess suppliers or customers they trade with for cyber risk [25]. The top reason why companies are not prepared to combat cyber risk is underestimation (79%) [36].

c. Limited Coverage
Although the number of cyber risk insurance products increased rapidly after 2005, and the amount of new cyber risk insurance products provided in this decade is twice the number of Internet-related insurance products before 2005, the market coverage is still relatively small. Current available insurance policies are not sufficient to cover the financial and reputation losses due to cyber incidents. In a 2013 study of Europe, only 7% of the companies believed that the insurance available meets all of their needs [26]. Although 81% large organizations and 61% of small companies suffered from cyber crime in 2013, the market coverage was estimated to be between 6% and 10% [26], [41], [42]. In 2015, the percentage of organizations bought or were in the process of getting quotations for cyber insurance in Europe was 18%, which is almost double the number in 2013, but it is still small.

d. Increasing Demand for Insurance
As stated in the Betterley Report, nearly half of insurers reported premium growth of between 26% and 50%, and the annual gross written premium is as much as $2.75bn [3]. Cyber insurance was the only line with a consistent, substantial rate increase, averaging more than 15% in the US in 2015 [27]. This growth has found to be dampened by price competition as new insurers fight for market share. The cyber insurance worldwide market is now estimated to be worth around $2bn in premiums, with US businesses accounting for approximately 90% [26]. The cyber market is growing by double-digit figures year-on-year, and could reach $20bn or more in the next ten years," says Nigel Pearson, Global Head of Fidelity, AGCS [36].

2.1.2 Insurer: Product Overview

3a. Non-standard Coverage
The three main types of coverage are liability, remediation, and fines and penalties. Typically, liability coverage includes unauthorized accesses, privacy breaches (the theft, corruptions or deletion of electronic data from company computer systems), denial of service (the

3The results of section 2.2.2 are summarized from the Betterley Report 2015 [3]
denial of an authorized users access to a company computer system and the participation
by the company’s computer system in a denial of service directed against a third party’s
computer system), transmission of malicious code, personal injury and cyber extortions.

Remediation coverage consists of (1) computer legal costs (costs associated with any
mandated forensic investigations to find the cause of a breach); (2) restoration service;
(3) notification costs (voluntary and statutory notification); (4) privacy assistance expense
(assisting any individual by providing credit/identity file monitoring services, call cen-
ter fees) and (5) crisis management expenses (costs of protecting and re-establishing the
companies reputation, consumer redress fund).

Fines and penalties refer to civil penalties (where insurable against by law) arising out
of the violation of regulatory acts, the violation of privacy laws, as well as consumer-redress
funds.

Payment Card Industry (PCI) coverage provided is divided into PCI fines and penalties
and PCI assessments (fraud charges and card re-issuance costs). Almost all insurers (29
of the 31 companies) included in the Betterley Report provide PCI fines and penalties
coverage, but half of them require endorsement for it. Most insurers cover fraud charges
and card re-issuance costs, and half of them require endorsement. Coverage extensions are
media liability and intellectual properties.

As for media liability, not only social media activities can be covered now, since all
companies offer multimedia protection. For intellectual properties, (1) unauthorized use
of advertising materials, slogans or title of others; (2) infringement of copyright, titles,
slogans, trademarks, trade names, trade dresses, service marks or service names in covered
materials; (3) plagiarism or unauthorized use of literary or artistic format characters or
performance covered materials; (4) invasion or interference with an individual’s right to
publicity, and many other intellectual properties are protected.

b. Various Exclusions
None of the companies in the Betterley Report [3] includes offense involving patent in-
fringement in the coverage. Almost 90% of the contracts exclude dishonest /fraudulent/
criminal/malicious acts, intentional acts, direct bodily injuries, direct property damages,
infringement of patent/copyright trademarks, and contractual liability form coverages.
Over half of the insurers exclude beaches of warranties/guarantees, theft of intellectual
properties and hardware damages. A small number of insurers exclude failure to maintain
security standards, transfer of funds to/from financial institutions, loss of use properties,
personal injuries, advertising injuries, computer viruses, and wears and tears.
Regarding first-party coverage, data destruction, virus extraction, business interruption,
denial of service, theft of data and extortion are widely covered; but theft of the economic value of intellectual properties, theft of money of security, theft of finished goods or work in processes or theft of computing resources are not included. Third-party coverage consists of privacy and network liability, regulatory liability, media liability, and technology errors and omissions. However, direct property damages and direct body injuries are not included. And less than half of the insurance institutions provide coverage for contingent properties and body injuries.

c. Lack of Mandatory Risk Management Requirement
Mandatory regulations and self-protect measures are similar to mandatory seat belts in car insurance, which could mitigate the vulnerability, but it is not widely included in cyber contracts. Nearly 90% of the carriers offer risk management services. Information portal and helpline service are widely offered, and more than 80% insurance companies help with pre-breach planning. However, only 55% of insurers offer active avoid strategies, only 20% of insurers require insureds to use remediation coverage service from designated service providers, and 16% insurers provide lists of service providers.

d. Lack of Re-insurers
Cyber risk products are facing the staggering fast increasing cyber incidents and costs. Moreover the accumulated risk will achieve more substantial likelihood in the future as more data storing in the cloud. This trend worry the re-insurers.

2.1.3 Key procedure: Design Suitable Product

We learned that the cyber crime industry is developing with high technology; cyber threat is operational, interdependent, and various for different regions, sectors, types of information and attacks. These characteristics make predicting related loss difficult. Thus, insurance companies restrict the capacity and coverage for cyber product and charge a high premium price. Adverse selection happens since only risky companies would transfer risk with a high price. Entities underestimate cyber threat are under massive exposure, after suffering enormous damage due to cyber crime, they gradually turn to cyber risk insurance carriers. The demand and supply of cyber insurance increase. According to the Betterley Report [3], although the number of insurance institutions providing cyber insurance is rising, the premium price is still increasing, which means the speed of increased demand is faster than that of increased supply. Cyber insurance is considered to be profitable in the following years. However, the high premium and limited coverage barricade many small and medium firms which are not able to afford expensive protection in risky system. These small and
medium entities face growing vulnerabilities (due to the connection among industries). The exposed institutions will lessen the coverage power of insurance for the global cyber system. Providing more reasonable and acceptable contracts is a pressing task to encourage more organizations involved in the protected cyber system.

2.2 Cyber Management System

Similarly to managing other business risks, the approach to manage cyber risk could be clarified as first eliminate, then mitigate, absorb and at last transfer. Gordon et al. [16] proposed a four steps framework for managing cyber risk with insurance, including assessment of vulnerabilities, improvement of IT security, transfer with insurance and keep risk at an acceptable level. The authors also addressed the issues of pricing, adverse selection, and moral hazard. They suggested that to solve the adverse selection problem, insurance institutions could employ required information security audit before issuing a policy, as well as identify high-risk entities and differentiate the premium. They also stated that to reduce moral hazard, insurers should use deductibles and offer premium reductions for investment in self-defense. Research on cyber risk management could be summarized with the following framework (Figure 2.1).
Figure 2.1: Cyber Risk Management Framework
2.2.1 Insured: Framework of Management

Risk managers are looking for information security management strategies to minimize the investment in self-defense, premium for insurance, and the residual risk. Nie et al. [31] applied ruin theory on cyber risk modeling to determine optimal investment in information security, minimizing IT security costs. Security level of a system was assumed to be a quantifiable number. A surplus process was used to modify the security level considering current security level as the initial surplus and regarding security system investment as the premium income. The impact of a cyber incident was modeled as security loss and the arrival of cyber attacks was assumed following Poisson process. They provided that (1) high loss severity, low initial security level required greater investment to achieve the optimal cyber costs; (2) for high-frequency, low-severity attacks, information security investment could be reduced; (3) selection of time horizon is important when planning for cyber risk management.

Young, et al. [44] proposed a framework to quantify cyber risk, which established an optimization system including cyber risk, risk management investment and insurance discount for self-protection, minimizing the total costs. To be more specific, after identifying the threats, the first step is to estimate the likelihood of a cyber event and the potential lost based on the annual loss expectancy (ALE) metric introduced by the National Bureau of Standards. Insureds would decide whether the ALE need to be reduced. Then, the next step is to decide the amount of investment should be used in self-protection. Next, insureds would again decide whether to transfer the residual risk through cyber risk insurance and the final task is to estimate the discounted premium price for companies with self-protection. The advantages of this method are that it is an update-able approach which could dynamically include new loss data in the data pool and it is also consistent with game theory stimulating entities to adopt self-defense actions.

2.2.2 Insurer: Framework of Product Design

The profit of insurer comes from premiums exceed the claim over time and the amount of clients. Inaccurate determined premium, as well as inappropriate client behaviors will both account for the loss of insurers. Thus, establishing accurate quantified models for cyber risk and avoiding information asymmetry (adverse selection and moral hazard) are primary tasks for insurance institutions. Typically, carriers at first evaluate the insurability of a particular risk and decide whether they are willing to provide coverage for the risk fulfilling their profit goals. After that, insurance institutions would build models to identify
the potential loss and design appropriate insurance contracts which provide coverage, and at the same time make profits.

The Berliner approach [2] provided an explanation for the situation that insurance coverage is not provided for every risk in the market, and established the existence of a no unambiguous insurability area with the a so-called gray zone that lies between the objective insurability and insurability area. This gray area includes risks that not all insurers wish to cover due to various risk aversions, but the risks are by all means covered by some. Biener and Eling [4] applied the Berliner approach analyzing the insurability of Micro insurance Market. Biener et al. [5] completed a similar analysis of insurability of cyber risk.

In their article [5], Biener, Eling, and Wirfs discussed the insurability of cyber risks applying the approach, distinguishing insurable and uninsurable risks, proposed by Berliner [2]. Biener et al. indicated that there are three main problems hinder the evolution of the cyber insurance market. First, the independent and predictable characteristics of losses are not confirmed. Second, information asymmetry is substantial in the market. Third, the limits of the coverage of cyber insurances vary. Provided there is room for improving the insurability of cyber policies, Bierner and colleagues concluded on a positive note. They claimed that the size of data related to losses caused by cyber incidents is increasing, which will reduce the problems associated with the randomness of loss occurrence in the future. They also suggested establishing minimum standards on cover limits to alleviate the different limits problems and researching methods to mitigate the prominent information asymmetry.

Apparently, cyber risk lies between the objective insurability and insurability area, which means not all insurance institutions are willing to cover it. However, cyber risk insurance has become an important part of information security management. Ishikawa, Sakurai [21] discussed the cost-effective of cyber insurance through Monte Carlo simulations under four scenarios and concluded that cyber risk insurance could reduce 65% of the costs of cyber incidents.

Actually, in practice, those insurance institutions providing relevant products assessed and qualified the risk with insurability employing empirical approaches. In their book, Kunreuther and Freeman [14] proposed two broad conditions for a risk to be insurable: (1) identifying the risks, (2) setting premiums for specific risks. Based on insurable risks, one should consider marketability as well as profitability. In other words, a risk is not insurable unless there is sufficient demand for the product at some price to cover the upfront costs of developing the product and the expenses associated with marketing policies. Kunreuther and Michel-Kerjan [24] used these insurable conditions in their analyzing of insurability of large-scale disasters. Karten [22] introduced his five criteria for insurability, which
are fortuitousness, ambiguousness, estimability, independence, and size. Grzebiela [17] analyzed the insurability of electronic commerce risks based on the five criteria of Karten. Nowadays’ measurement of insurability is consistent with Karten [22] and Kunreuther and Freeman [14]. According to [23] and [40], a few conditions considered being necessary for risks to be insurable are as follows: (1) There must be a sufficiently large number of homogeneous exposure units to make the losses reasonably predictable; (2) The loss produced by the risk must be definite and measurable; (3) The loss must be fortuitous or accidental; (4) The loss must not be catastrophic.

According to SINTEF [38], “A full 90% of all the data in the world has been generated over the last two years.” The amounts and speed of information collection are far better than hundreds of years ago when the insurance industry first sprang up. Along with the increasing frequency and spectrum of cyber attacks, the database of cyber crimes is growing at an incredible rate, which will reduce the problems associated with randomness and prediction. Specific definitions are being developed for coverage and exclusion, information security auditions are required before issuing insurance contracts, discount are provided for active self-protection and limits have been set up as capacity of policies. Thus, cyber risks are increasingly identifiable and insurance for it is becoming price-able.

2.2.3 First Step in Insurance Designing: Identify Loss

According to Figure 2.1, quantify risk exposure is the first step in designing insurance contract. However, cyber risk is a relatively new emerging threat; interdependencies along with data paucity make predicting the loss and pricing insurance policies problematic. A risk factor view is hobbled by the difficulties of getting related loss data. And the copula method has become a generalized approach for loss and price modeling since it has the advantage of being a way of studying non-linear interdependencies.

Bohme and Kataria [6] demonstrate a twin-tier approach to capturing the relationships between the occurrences of losses. That is, the approach considers the correlation of cyber risk within a firm as the first tier, and regards the correlation across firms as the second tier. Specifically, this method includes building a supply-side model and a demand-side model and satisfying some market equilibrium conditions. First, to compute the supply-side model, the twin-tier approach uses a BB (Beta-Binomial) distribution involving internal correlation parameter $r_I$ to represent the loss of a single firm; after that, several companies’ loss marginal distributions are joined with the t-copula tool engaging global correlation parameter $r_G$. Second, a linear function of the number of computers affected is derived as the demand-side model. Finally, the equilibrium functions requiring the insurers’ costs
equal to the summation of the insurers’ expected losses, all administrative expenses and capital required are solved. Through the procedure, the twin-tier model addresses a sound and extensible model of the cyber insurance market.

Mukhopadhyay et al. [28] elaborated a utility method model for cyber insurance claims with copulas based the Bayesian Belief Network (BBF) technique. In their model, MVN (multivariate normal) copula was used to capture the patterns of the joint distribution and the conditional distribution at the nodes of BBN. And the dollar loss at each node was supposed to be following the binomial distribution. They also proposed factors that should be considered when rating risk.

Hemantha Herath and Tejaswini Herath [18], [19], elaborated on an actuarial approach on a single firm level based on empirical loss distribution to price first-party cyber insurance. They applied Archimedean copulas–Clayton and Gumbel–on International Cyber Security Academy (ICSA) data of virus incidents and the number of infected computers. Copulas are used to model the joint loss distribution $\Pi = g(\pi, q)$ where $\pi$ is the observed dollar losses from available data; $q$ is the number of affected computers. The occurrence of the event is modeled by a binary variable $\omega$; the arrival of intrusions per unit time is modeled by the Poisson distribution. The estimated copula-based loss distribution is used to perform Monte Carlo simulation, while the costs of cyber insurance is modeled by $C = \omega e^{-rT}P$, where $P$ is the amount paid by insurance company. In the article, they discussed three different types of cyber insurance policy models: a policy with zero deductible, a policy with a deductible, a policy with co-insurance and a limit. They provided a reasonable premium table under three scenario; however it would have been better of they had perform empirical analysis with real loss data, and they could have included more variables than just the number of computers affected in the system.

Based on [18], [19], Xie [43] proposed their copula framework with bootstrapping approach to deal with the problem of data scarcity. They improved the estimation by introducing a copula-based residual bootstrapping procedure, showing that the bootstrapping sample is a better presentation of population than the original sample. Their implementations, on the same 15 data as [18] used, provided narrow bands for insurance prices under the three scenarios.

Mukhopadhyay et al. [28] established a Gaussian Copula-aided Bayesian Brief Network (CBBN) for Cyber vulnerability assessment (C-VA) and expected loss computation as well as a utility based preferred pricing model. However the model primarily considered the IT system, ignoring the characteristics of the insured, for example, the industry, the size, the number of customers and the type of information. Shah [37] priced and analyzed a Cyber Liability Insurance (CLI) contract using Gaussian and Gumble copulas and assessed
contract-mitigation effectiveness. They confirmed that the efficiency of a CLI is related to the limit and the sub-limit. The authors also suggested that a cyber risk index would help in pricing and decreasing CLI contract premiums.

The most popular measurement tool used is ‘CyberTab worksheet’ by the economist intelligence Unit Ltd.. Insurance companies have also started to derive risk factors for cyber risk measurement, and with more companies taking part in cyber insurance market, sharing management information and loss records, more accurate measurement methods for cyber risk could soon be proposed.

As we can see from Figure 2.1, quantification is an intermediate link procedure getting feedback from and affecting both demand and supply parts of cyber insurance. The percentage of exposure asset that entities search for external coverage is consistent with the risk that insurance institutions need to run. This inspired us finding out a quantification method through the view of an insured. Deciding the transferred asset value through insureds’ optimized investment system and then pricing insurance products could better match the demand and supply of cyber risk products and speed up the procedure of covering the global cyber system.
Chapter 3

Optimized Insured Strategy

3.1 Quantification Method

One actuarial approach to quantifying risk is to use expected loss. Expected loss is the product of the probability of loss occurring and the value of the possible loss. In banking, the function of expected default loss is as follows:

\[ \text{Expected Loss} = EAD \times PD \times LGD, \]  
(3.1)

where EAD is exposure at default, PD is the possibility of default and LGD represents loss given default. For cyber risk, we use a similar quantitative system.

\[ \text{Expected Cyber Loss} = EAA \times PA \times LGA, \]  
(3.2)

where EAA is exposure at cyber accident, PA is the possibility of accident and LGA represents loss given accident. Inspired by Young et al. [44], we used the annualized loss expectancy (ALE) metric of the National Bureau of Standards [29], and the function describing the relationship between vulnerability and investment proposed by Gordon and Loeb [15] to build a quantitative function. According to the National Bureau of Standards, ALE is the product of Single Loss Expectancy (SLE) and Annualized Occurrence Rate (AOR).

\[ ALE = SLE \times AOR, \]  
(3.3)

where SLE is the product of Asset Value (AV) and Exposure Factor (EF).

\[ SLE = AV \times EF, \]  
(3.4)
For cyber risk, SLE is estimated as the product of exposure asset value ($\lambda$), the probability of a successful cyber attack ($t$) and vulnerability ($\nu$, the ratio of exposed asset that will be lost in a successful attack)

$$SLE = \lambda \nu t$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.5)

Gordon and Loeb [15] proposed several functions to simulate the changes of vulnerability when adding investment to a self-protection system. The model used in this research is as follows:

$$s(\nu, z) = \nu^{(az+1)} \hspace{1cm} a > 0, \hspace{1cm} (3.6)$$

where $s(\nu, z)$ is the new vulnerability after investment $z$ in the system. This function performs well since it satisfies the nature of information security systems.

---

Figure 3.1: (1)Vulnerability versus investment ($z$) (2)Optimized $z$ given vulnerability

- $s(0; z) = 0$: Given a system will not be successfully attacked, increased investment in information security will not change the likelihood of being attacked.

- $s(\nu; 0) = \nu$: Given a specific system, if there is no investment, the vulnerability will not change.

- $\frac{\partial(s(z, \nu))}{\partial z} < 0$ and $\frac{\partial^2(s(z, \nu))}{\partial z^2} < 0$: For a specific system, the investment will increase the security level and reduce the vulnerability; however, the margin effectiveness is decreasing.

Figure 3.1 (1) shows that increasing investment in security-level enhancement will reduce the vulnerability to being attacked. The speed of reduction is at first fast and then becomes slow. For the optimized investment strategy of a company, as shown in Figure 3.1 (2), given its vulnerability, when $\nu$ is relatively small or large, the company’s optimized investment is zero. The zero investment situation could be used to explain the adverse selection problem.
Based on the clarification above, we built a reasonable measurement of an entity’s cyber risk.

\[ \text{Expected Cyber Loss} = EAA \times LGA \times PA = ALE = \lambda \times \nu \times (t \cdot AOR), \]  
(3.7)

where \( \nu \) refers to exposure during a cyber accident (EAA), \( (t \cdot AOR) \) stands for the possibility of accident (PA), and \( s(\nu; z) \) is loss given accident (LGA).

### 3.2 Optimized Strategies

According to Gordon and Loeb, ‘a’ is an important parameter for function \( s(\nu; z) \), and ‘a’ could be explained as the weight term that represents the exposure level of Internet. Security operations with a high level of exposure will be less efficient than those with a low level of exposure. Thus, a high level of exposure corresponds to a small ‘a’. Given that the information security budget for small, medium, and large companies are $825K, $2.90M and $10.6M, respectively [44], all of them have an initial vulnerability of 0.46, and a final target vulnerability level of 0.05, we can estimate the value of ‘a’ for the three scales of companies. The estimated values of ‘a’s are used as parameters for the corresponding sizes of businesses in the following experiments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scales</th>
<th>Budget</th>
<th>a</th>
<th>V</th>
<th>S (v, z)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Small</td>
<td>825K</td>
<td>3.464e-6</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>2.9M</td>
<td>9.85e-7</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Large</td>
<td>10.6M</td>
<td>2.7e-7</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.1: ‘a’ values for three sizes of company
Figure 3.2: vulnerability decreased with $z$ given initial $\nu$ and $a$

Figure 3.2 shows the changes of vulnerabilities when increasing investment for different ‘a’s and initial vulnerabilities ($\nu$). It demonstrates that companies that face low levels of vulnerabilities ($\nu$) are much more likely to take active measures to enhance self-defense levels, since the cost-effectiveness is larger. A low level of exposure (large value of ‘a’) performs more effectively.

3.2.1 Scenario 1

- Suppose a small company, a medium company and a large company are going to cover their cyber risk exposures, ranging from 10M to 150M, only with investment in information security enhancement.
- Suppose the vulnerabilities of the three companies are 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, respectively.
- Suppose RR represents residual risk, which is defined to be the ALE under new vulnerability after investment.
- Suppose AOR = 0.1.
- The objective function is Min($z+RR$).
Table 3.2: vulnerability decreased with $z$ given initial $\nu$ and $a$

Table 3.2 above shows the optimized investment ($z$) and residual risk (RR) of the three companies. The result is consistent with Figure 3.2 indicating that small companies that face low level of vulnerability are willing to invest to reduce the ratio of loss. To be more specific, only when the $\frac{\partial s(z, \nu)}{\partial z} \lambda \times AOR \leq -1$, is increase investment a wise choice. Notice that, only the small company exceed its budget of 825K. The Medium company will invest in security system when their risky asset is larger than 50M, and the large company will strengthen security levels on its own initiative when its risky asset is greater than 150M.

### 3.2.2 Scenario 2

- Suppose a small company, a medium company and a large company are going to cover cyber risk exposure, ranging from 10M to 150M, with investment in security enhancement as well as with insurance.
- Suppose the vulnerabilities of the three companies are 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, respectively.
- Suppose the insurance premium rate is $\theta = 0.08$, that is, the premium is $P = ALE \times (1 + \theta)$.
- Suppose AOR = 0.1.
- Suppose companies cover all risk, that is RR = 0
- The objective function is $\text{Min}(z+P)$ Figure 3.3 below shows that while investment in the security system is increased, the management expenses decrease at first then grow. The expense curves are consistent with the framework Nie.et al [31] proposed using surplus process to simulate information security systems.
Table 3.3 above describes the optimized investment and the minimized expenses derived by the optimization system. It suggests that companies will increase their investment to reduce more vulnerability before transferring risks, because they can reduce the costs of insurance premium and minimize the expenses for self-protection and risk transfer. Although companies pay premiums and thus spend more on risk management, the risk of experiencing a sudden huge loss result from a cyber attack is covered. In this situation, both the small company and the medium company will exceed their budgets.

* Suppose the expenses are restricted by the corresponding budgets.
As we can see from table 3.4, under the restriction of budget, when the exposed asset value is greater than 50M, the small company will suffer from residual risk and so will the medium company when its exposed asset value is greater than 100M. However, most of the residual risks are reduced compared with not transferring risk. Although the coverage of cyber risk under optimized strategy is restricted by budget, insurance has great cost-effectiveness.

In tables above, the large company coverage all exposed asset and keep a balanced budget. But in practical, the range of cyber loss is huge, and typically, insurance companies set a capacity for the payments of claims. (According to [3], most of the insurance company have a capacity of $25M) And a more general situation includes deductibles. These make the optimization problem more complicated.

3.2.3 Scenario 3

- Suppose a small company, a medium company and a large company are going to cover their cyber risk exposure, ranging from 10M to 200M, with investment in security enhancement as well as with insurance.
- Suppose the vulnerabilities of the three companies are 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, respectively.
- Suppose the insurance premium rate is $\theta = 0.08$, that is, the premium is $P = ALE \times (1 + \theta)$.
- Suppose AOR = 0.1.
- Suppose companies cover as much risk as possible through enhancing the security-level and purchasing insurance.
- Suppose The insurers set capacity to be 20M for the small and the medium company, and 25M for the large company. And insurers charge 10,000 as deductible.
- The objective function is $\text{Min}(z+P+RR)$.

Table 3.4: Restricted optimized investment and residual risk under scenario 2
Table 3.5: Optimized investment amount and expenses under scenario 3

- Suppose expenses are restricted by budget: Min(RR).

Table 3.6 suggests that under the restriction of budgets, the small company and the medium company will not change their investment strategy. The small company would like to invest as much as possible when risky asset is fairly large. However, for the large company, investment becomes less effective, and it will prefer transferring the risk with insurance. Moreover, the large company will not be able to cover all risks within its budget.

### 3.2.4 Scenario 4

It has been suggested that, insurance institutions should provide discount for companies perform better self-protection. In Young, et al. [44], they proposed a discount rate $r$ to encourage companies reducing the probability of being attacked by building up the security system.
Suppose a small company, a medium company and a large company are going to cover cyber risk exposure, ranging from 10M to 200M with investment in security enhancement, as well as with insurance.

Suppose the vulnerabilities of the three companies are 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, respectively.

Suppose the insurance premium rate is $\theta = 0.08$, that is, the premium is $P = ALE \times (1 + \theta)$.

Suppose companies cover as much risk as possible. That is: $\text{Min}(RR)$

The insurers set capacity of 20M for the small and the medium company, and 25M for the large company. Insurance institutions charge $10,000 as deductible.

Suppose the insurance companies provide discount for self-defense. The premium price with discount is $P = P_0 \times (1 - \delta)$ and $\delta = r(1 - s(\nu, z))$.

The objective function is $\text{Min}(z+P+RR)$.

The expenses are restricted by budgets.

![Optimized Investment: Min (RR)](image1)

![Optimized Investment: Min (RR)](image2)

Table 3.7: Optimized investment when $\nu=0.4,0.5..0.8 , R=0.5, 0.6$
Tables above clarify that for companies with great vulnerability, increased discount rate $r$ will encourage the managers to invest more in security level; however, for companies with small vulnerability level, increased discount rate $r$ will result in a reduction in insurance premium as well as in investment for security system.

The reason is that high vulnerability and exposure contribute to high premium. The vulnerability would decrease a lot when investing more in information security system and thus lessened the insurance premium and $\Delta P > \Delta z$. For companies with low vulnerability, although increment in investment will reduce the premium, $\Delta P > \Delta z$, and if the decrease the fund for system self-defense, there is a chance that the expenses will still decrease given less system investment. Figure 3.7 shows the optimized investment given $r$ ranging from 0.01 to 1.

In that case, how to choose $r$ becomes a taught problem, and another problem of $r$ would be should we require $(1 + \theta)(1 - \delta) > 1$? That is, we should also consider whether $r$ is acceptable for the insurers.

Another parameter that will effect insureds’ investment strategy is the premium loading $\theta$. 

![Figure 3.4: Optimized investment adjustment for different vulnerability levels](image)
Table 3.8 above suggests that the premium rate parameter $\theta$ is related to the optimized vulnerability level. Given initial vulnerability ($\nu$), increased premium loading parameter could encourage companies investing more in security enhancement. This section builds an optimization framework for insureds’ management strategy. Since the choice of $r$ is still unclear, the optimized model in scenario 3 is used in the following pricing process.
Chapter 4

Pricing Cyber Insurance with Monte Carlo Simulation

The investment fund $z$, and the residual risk $RR$ can be derived based on the optimization system of scenario 3, when deductible, insurance capacity, premium rate ($\theta$), risky asset value ($\lambda$), and initial vulnerability level ($\nu$), and the insurance premium $P$ are given.

Figure 4.1: Optimized insurance premium, $z$ and residual risk for a large company with risky assets ranging from 50M to 400M
Figure 4.2: Optimized insurance premium, z and residual risk for a small company with risky assets ranging from 50M to 400M

Figure 4.1, 4.2 suggest that the optimized strategy of large institutions has the same patterns as those of small companies. The following simulations will focus on a market consisting of small companies. Figure 4.2 indicates that for different amounts of risky assets (the exposed asset value in the graph is from 10M to 50M), insureds’ optimized strategies (under budget restriction) change a lot. When vulnerability is less than 0.5, insureds prefer transferring risk through insurance products compared with when vulnerability is greater than 0.5. When vulnerability is extremely small or large, insureds would not invest in self-protection. For an exposed asset value larger than 20M, companies with vulnerability greater than 0.5 would not be able to cover all the risk under their average budget.

4.1 Monte Carlo Simulation for a Single Generalized Premium Rate

• Suppose 10000 small companies in the market have vulnerabilities following $U(0, 1)$.
• Suppose these 10000 companies follow their optimized investment strategies.
• Suppose cyber incidents’ arrival following Poisson distribution with parameter $E(\text{Poisson})=0.1$.
• Suppose the percentages of companies have risky asset value 10M, 20M, 50M are 90%, 8%, 2%, respectively.
• We ignore the interest rate during the time period $T=1$.
• Suppose that, to maintain an insurance institution, the insurer requires a profit rate of $\alpha$ after paying off the claims, where $\alpha = 0.05$.

The procedure of the simulation is as follows:

**Step 1:** Generate $m=10000$ small companies with initial vulnerability $\nu \sim U(0,1)$

**Step 2:** For each company, generate its risky asset value: $P(\lambda=10M)=0.9$, $P(\lambda=20M)=0.08$, $P(\lambda=50M)=0.02$.

**Step 3:** Given initial insurance premium rate, calculate the optimized strategy for each company, derive $ALE = \lambda ts(z; \nu) \times AOR$.

**Step 4:** During time period $T$, generate cyber attacks from Poisson($0.1$) distribution.

**Step 5:** For each accident, generate Loss($L$) from distribution $N(\lambda ts(\nu, z), \sigma^2)$

**Step 6:** At the end of $T$, calculate the total payments for all claims.

**Step 7:** Calculate appropriate $\theta$ for this market.

\[
P_i = ALE_i(1 + \theta) \quad \text{for} \quad i = 1, 2, \ldots, 10000
\]

\[
\frac{\sum P_i - \sum L_i}{\sum P_i} = \alpha
\]

\[
\theta = \frac{\sum L_i}{(1 - \alpha)(\sum ALE_i)} - 1
\]

**Step 8:** Repeat the above steps for $n=1000$ times and get $\theta_1, \theta_2, \ldots, \theta_{1000}$ and take the average of all $\theta$s.

**Step 9:** Compare the results with different initial $\theta_0$s
However, the histograms of profit & loss distribution with $\theta = 0.02$ and $\theta = 0.3$, show that the profits of the insurance company vary.

![Figure 4.4: Profit distributions of the insurer when $\theta = 0.02$ and $\theta = 0.3$](image)

**Figure 4.4: Profit distributions of the insurer when $\theta = 0.02$ and $\theta = 0.3$**
4.2 Monte Carlo Simulation for Individualized Premium loading

For a given company, Monte Carlo simulation could also be used to decide the premium rate. The procedure is quiet similar to using Monte Carlo method pricing an option value of an underlying asset.

**Step1:** For a company, given its budget, exposed asset ($\lambda$), vulnerability ($\nu$), initial premium rate $\theta_0$, and other parameters for a policy (capacity, deductible), derive its optimized investment strategy.

**Step2:** Generate $m=10000$ possible accident arrival processes for the company during time period $T$, the accidents arrive following Poisson($0.1$) process. time period $T$, the accidents arrive following Poisson($0.1$) process.

**Step3:** For each accident, generate Loss($L$) from the normal distribution $N(\lambda ts(\nu,z),\sigma^2)$

**Step4:** At the end of $T$, calculate the amount of payments for all claims. (If the loss value is less than deductible, it would not be excluded from the claims, if the loss value is greater than the limited capacity, only limited amount will be paid).

**Step5:** Calculate appropriate $\theta$ for this particular company.

**Step6:** Repeat the above steps for $n=1000$ times and get $\theta_1, \theta_2,..\theta_{1000}$.

---

Figure 4.5: Premium loadings for a small company with $\nu=0.1,..0.9$, $\alpha=0.03,..., 0.09$

Figure 4.6: Premium loadings for increased loss variance ($\sigma$) and increased risky asset($\lambda$)

Figure 4.5 shows that, using Monte Carlo simulations to pricing cyber insurance according to individual’s vulnerability level gives similar loading parameter for different $\nu$s.
In Figure 4.6, premium loading parameter increases when single loss expectancy is more fluctuated (larger variance for normal distribution). Increased exposed risky asset results in decreased premium rate, however higher premiums are charged for companies with large exposures.
An individualized pricing will center the profit & loss distribution; however, the profit & loss distribution will have a long tail. Thus, individualized pricing largely increases the variance of the profit & loss distribution and contributes to higher risk.
Chapter 5
Reduce the Risk of Insolvency

According to Figure 4.2, companies with extremely large or small vulnerabilities and use insurance to transfer their risks would not be willing to投资 in self-protection. And large vulnerabilities can cause large claims. If insurance institutions require those companies to invest, or in other words, if insurance institutions perform mandatory information security operations, the severity of losses and the risk of insolvency would be reduced. This is the same as the requirement of seat belt for car insurance. Monte Carlo simulations were used to compare different levels of vulnerabilities (0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4,...0.9) with different amounts of required investment (1K, 2K, 3K, 4K, 5K).

- Suppose there are 10000 small companies in the market whose vulnerabilities are uniformly distributed in (0,1).
- Suppose these 10000 companies follow their optimized investment strategies.
- Suppose cyber incidents arrive following Poisson distribution with parameter 0.1, the probability of being successfully attacked is $t = 0.9$.
- Given $\lambda = 10e+6$, limit $= 20e+6$, deductible $= 10000$, premium rate $\theta = 0.08$.
- Calculate the profits under two scenarios with same initial vulnerabilities: (1) the insurance company has no requirement for investment (line ‘o’); (2) the insurance company requires insureds to investment at least $z_0 \times \nu$ (line ‘*’).
Figure 5.1: Two simulation results comparing policy has NO investment requirement (‘o’) and policy includes investment requirement(‘*’)

Figure 5.1 shows how the profit & loss changes with $z_0$ ranging from 1000 to 5000 when vulnerability is greater than 0.1, 0.2, 0.3... 0.9. As we can see, comparing the profit lines, a 4000 or 5000 investment requirement for companies with vulnerabilities greater than 0.6, and a 1000 or 2000 investment requirement for companies with vulnerabilities less than 0.4 will increase the profit or reduce the loss.

Figure 5.2: Profit distribution of insurers which required $z_0$ with $\theta=0.02$ and $\theta=0.3$
Compared Figure 5.2 with Figure 4.4, the probabilities of making large loss and large profit are both reduced, which proves that requiring self-protection operation or mandatory information security services could be used to moderate the variance of profit & loss distribution.

## 5.1 Long Term Contract with Adaptive Premium

For car insurance that provides a long-term contracts, an insured pays a premium every month. At the end of each year, there will be a decision of whether and how to adjust the premium rate. In that case, an insured who claims a lot will be considered to have higher vulnerability and will pay more for insurance products in the next term. At the same time, drivers who have a clean record of claims will get a discount on insurance. Cyber risk insurance could also be adjustable depending on historical claims, and in the long run, insurance companies will reduce the probability of making large profit or loss.

- Suppose there are 10000 small companies in the market whose vulnerabilities are uniformly distributed in (0,1). They will purchase a three-year insurance policy from the insurer.
- Suppose these 10000 companies follow their optimized investment strategies.
- At the end of each year, insured will adjust their investment and coverage from insurance based on their lessened vulnerabilities after the whole year’s investment. However, companies who claimed during the year will add a penalty term to their lessened vulnerabilities, since a cyber crime will damage the information security system.
- Suppose cyber incidents arrive following Poisson distribution with parameter $E(\text{Poisson})=0.1$, for three years. The probability of being successfully attacked is $t = 0.9$.
- Given $\lambda=10e+6$, limit=$20e+6$, deductible=$10000$ Premium rate $\theta =0.02$.

| Step1: | Generate $m=10000$ small companies with initial vulnerabilities $\nu \sim U(0,1)$. |
| Step2: | For each company, generate its risky asset value: $P(\lambda=10M)=0.9$, $P(\lambda=20M)=0.08$, $P(\lambda=50M)=0.02$. |
| Step3: | Given initial insurance premium rate, calculate the optimized strategy for each company, derive $ALE = \lambda ts(z; \nu) \times AOR$. |
| Step4: | During time period $T$ ($T>1$ for example $T=3$), generate cyber attacks from Poisson(0.1) distribution. |
| Step5: | For each accident, generate SLE from distribution $N(\lambda ts(\nu, z), \sigma^2)$ |
| Step6: | At the end of each year, calculate the total payments for all claims. |
| Step7: | At the end of each year, update the vulnerability of each company based on its vulnerability. |
investment \( (\text{new} \nu = s(\nu, z)) \). For each company that has made claims in this year, add \( 0.5 \times (1 - \text{new} \nu) \) to its \( \text{new} \nu \) as a penalty term.

**Step8:** Calculate profit & loss for each year, as well as the average profit & loss for \( T \).

---

**5.2 Other Approaches**

A typical approach to keep the insurance industry financially viable is reinsurance. Reinsurance helps insurance companies remain solvent. Most cyber reinsurance is embedded in complementary treaties; for example, errors & omissions of directors & officers treaties on quota-share bases rather than under cyber standalone reinsurance treaties [35]. The issuance of insurance-linked securities (ILS) is also suggested to be a potential approach to providing reinsurance capacity. The uncertainty and the likelihood of a huge loss mean that cyber accidents are considered as potential catastrophic events. ILS has been issued in the form of ‘catastrophe bonds’, for example, extreme wind or longevity. Increase of the information sharing on cyber-risks and related data and the disclosure of cyber risks and
events would help insurer and insureds better understand the risks, as well as get early
warning of potential threats since cyber risks have the characteristic of highly interdepen-
dent. Standardizing of the security and resilience, regular audits of security investment,
and testing of vulnerability also have been proposed as methodologies to reduce cyber
threat as well as the chance of a suddenly catastrophic loss.
Chapter 6

Conclusion

Cyber risk is now considered to be one of the top ten global threats. Since all industries are becoming much more dependent on information technology, and companies are also becoming more closely related to supply chains and across counterparties, the world’s exposure to cyber risk is driven to a high level. Insurance, as a typical tool for risk transfer, plays a significant role in cyber risk management. The destructive power of cyber attacks has been underestimated for decades, and risk managers have been gradually woken to the astonishing cyber crimes and frequent cyber accidents. There exists an imperative demand of cyber insurance products and reinsurance products. Although the number of institutions providing cyber risk insurance is rapidly increasing, it is inadequate for the risk management gap. Available products have varied limited coverages. Most cyber products focus on digital information breaches, Distributed Denial of Service attack (DDoS) or business interruptions, while property damage or bodily injury are hardly included. Few insurance institutions require mandatory self-defense operations. Information asymmetry hinders the development of cyber insurance. Quantifying cyber risk is essential for both insured and insurer, but is restricted by the scarcity of standard cyber loss data, the dependency of cyber events, the complicated relationship among cyber loss and sectors, information types, attack categories, organization scales and criminal motivations.

Considering the research on the optimized system of cyber risk management, variable was used to represent the vulnerability of a particular company and an ‘expected default loss’-like function of ‘expected cyber loss’ was derived. An expected cyber loss equation was built to capture the relationship among a company’s exposure level (‘a’), exposure asset (λ), vulnerability (ν), the global system risk severity (the cyber attack frequency (AOR), and the rate of successful attack (t)). In this framework, companies with relatively low vulnerabilities and low exposure levels will benefit more through investment. And
companies with high vulnerabilities will have relative small marginal gains for security level enhancement.

Simulations of the optimized management strategy show that cyber risk transfer has higher cost-effectiveness for companies exposed a lot to cyber threat than cyber risk mitigation through self-investment. Large corporations with small ‘a’ values suffering a high level of exposure would prefer insurance products. At the same time, under the budget restriction, insurance products can reduce more than half of the residual risk if they align with companies’ information security systems. For small businesses with little exposure, increased investment in self-protection will dramatically diminish the corresponding cyber threats. However, restricted by insureds’ budget and insurers’ limited capacity, the insurance coverage is inadequate for large exposure. The relevant result is a considerable residual risk and a significant possibility of losing solvency. The discount parameter \( r \) is sensitive to an organization’s vulnerability and the scale of its risky asset. However, premium loading parameter was shown to be related to an organization’s optimized vulnerability and thus could be used to stimulate self-protection.

Based on insured optimized management strategy, Monte Carlo market simulations are used to decide the premium loading \( \theta \). An individualized pricing process gives that \( \nu \) should be a variable that includes sufficiently varied information on companies; that is, given fixed variance of loss distribution and the amount of exposed risky asset, the premium loading parameter for companies’ different vulnerabilities should be at the same level. A large variance of a loss distribution will promote the premium loading, and participations of large exposed companies could lessen the premium loading. Generalized pricing will contribute to a profit & loss distribution with a heavy tail, while individualized pricing will contribute to a profit & loss distribution with a long tail; in other words, there exists the probability of losing solvency. Insurance institutions should hedge against the risk of insolvency.

One way of controlling the variance of insurance companies’ profit & loss is to require necessary investment amounts for information security systems. The current adverse selection has been confirmed. Large scales losses come from companies’ high vulnerabilities. A mandatory investment requirement, for example, asking an amount of investment in self-defense equal to the product of a determined amount and vulnerability level, will smooth both the profit & loss and reduce the value at risk. Another way of mitigating loss is to provide long-term adaptive premium contracts, use companies’ performances of self-enhancement and historical claim records to help maintain the dynamic equilibrium of premium and expected loss. A three-term yearly adjusted contract simulation shows excellent control of profit & loss. Other approaches, such as reinsurance, ILS should also be considered.
Nowadays cyber insurance products are considered to have high prices and limited coverage, and the reasons arise from both parties. Entities have underestimated the impact of cyber incidents, and they are not willing to contribute in the procedure of improving the safety level since there exists high interdependency of cyber risks among companies. The lack of participations in the cyber risk insurance market has aggravated the data paucity problem and hobbled the procedure of promoting a relatively accurate quantitative method for cyber risk. However, guidelines for cyber threat defense, cyber risk management, cyber insurance product design have been gradually introduced. Governments like the US and the UK have published laws and regulations to advance the process of cyber security maintenance. With the updated data pool of cyber event records, companies could share cyber risk management information and benefit from closer cooperation with each other; more-accurate risk factors could be included in the quantitative process; reputation and credit would be measured more suitably. Monte Carlo simulation pricing based on the insured optimized decision system introduced here with more accurate parameters can still be used. More-practical situations could be considered in the simulation. A future direction of related research could be the establishment of an empirical-data-based risk factor system, and more-specific estimation of the functions with $\nu$ and ‘a’.
APPENDICES
Appendix A

Related Concepts and Analysis

A.1 Tables of Coverages and Exclusions Included in Cyber Insurance

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Exclusion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Dishonest/Fraudulent/Criminal/Malicious Acts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Intentional Acts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Direct Bodily Injury</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Direct Property Damage,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Infringement of Patent/Copyright/Trademark, and Contractual</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Breach of Warranties/Guarantees</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Theft of Intellectual Property, Hardware</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Failure to Maintain Security Standards</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Transfer of Funds to/from Financial Institution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Loss of Use Property</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Personal Injury</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Advertising Injury</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Computer Virus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Wear and Tear</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure A.1: Exclusions in policy
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Generally Provided</th>
<th>Liability</th>
<th>Remediation</th>
<th>Fines and Penalties</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Unauthorized Access</td>
<td>Computer Forensic Costs (Costs associated with any mandated forensic investigations to find the cause of the breach), Restoration Service, Notification Costs (voluntary and statutory notification), Privacy Assistance Expense (assisting any individual by providing credit/identity file monitoring services, call center expenses)</td>
<td>Civil penalties (where insurable by law) arising out of the violation of regulatory acts, the violation of the privacy laws as well as consumer redress funds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Privacy Breach (the theft, corruption or deletion of Electronic Data Company’s Computer System), Denial of Service (the denial of an authorized user’s access to the company’s computer system and the participation by the company’s computer system in a denial of service directed against a third party’s Computer system)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Personal Injury</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cyber Extortion</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Coverage Extensions</th>
<th>Intellectual Property</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Unauthorized use of advertising material, slogan or title of others;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Infringement of copyright, title, slogan, trademark, trade name, trade dress, service mark or service name in covered material; Plagiarism or unauthorized use of literary or artistic format character or performance in covered material;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Invasion or interference with an individual’s right of publicity and many other intellectual properties</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure A.2: Coverage included in policy**
Trigger: According to the report, the common triggers are failure to secure data, Loss caused by employee, acts by persons other than insureds and Loss resulting from theft or disappearance of private property.

Definition of Claims: 1. With respect to Privacy, network security and media: (a) Written demand against any Insured for monetary or non-monetary damages; (b) A civil proceeding against any Insured seeking monetary damages or non-monetary or injunctive relief, commenced by the service of a complaint or similar pleading; (c) An arbitration proceeding against any Insured seeking monetary damages or non-monetary or injunctive relief; (d) A regulatory proceeding. 2. With respect to data breach fund: a written report by the Insured to the Insurer of a failure by the insured or by an independent contractor for which the insured is legally responsible to properly handle, manage, store, destroy or otherwise control personal information; 3. With respect to network extortion: network extortion including, where applicable, any appeal therefrom.

Prohibited industry: Among 23 insurance entities that provide general product, more than 40% prohibit on-line gambling, payment processed and adult content industry. Associations faced large exposure as education institutions, social networking platform and information brokers as well as some professional companies such as lawyers, accountants and technology exclude by some insurers. Although most insurers provide product for
financial institution, specific financial segment is excluded case by case, for example, debit card company.

### A.3 Statistical Analysis of Data from Fusion Table

![Global Map](image)

Figure A.4: Mapping of Cyber Incidents

![Target.country and Attack.country](image)

Figure A.5: Countries Attack and Countries Being Attacked

---

5This data is from Google fusion table, which is not a confirmed complete dataset, but could give us a general sense of global cyber incidents
The top five countries with most attackers are the USC, the UK, Russia, China and Canada. However 44.5% of the attack locations are unknown. The top five countries suffers a lot are the US, the UK, Canada, India and Australia. Only 2.3% of the target locations are unknown. This result confirms the hard-to-identify characteristic of cyber crime.

Figure A.6: Parallel Plot for Incidents
Figure A.7: Monetary Loss v.s. Scale of Breach

Figure A.6 shows that attacks could be within a country and between countries. The incidents generally randomly distributed and there exists large number of homogeneous exposure units. (The variable ‘type’ in the above graph represents the motive of cyber crime 1.Coeucion 2. Espionage 3.Financial 4.Other). Figure A.7 shows that the average value of losses per record released vary in a large range.[30] A huge scale of breach not necessary contribute to a large loss.
Appendix B

Code for Simulation

B.1 Code for Individualized Pricing

function [profit, theta] = pricing(deductible, limited, theta0, lambda0, sigma, a, budget, vulner, m, n, alpha)
do theta=1;
while (d theta > 0.01)
    for k = 1:n
        [zp, Pp, reR] = Optim (deductible, limited, theta0, lambda0, a, budget, vulner);
        if vulner < 0.01;
            zp = 0;
            Pp = 0;
        end
        newv = vulner ^ (a * zp + 1);
        ALE = lambda0 * newv * 0.9 * 0.1;
        T = 0;
        L = 0;
        P = Pp;
        while (sum (T < 1) > 0)
            Tt = exprnd (1/0.1, m, 1);
            T = T + Tt;
            Expo = normrnd (0, 1, m, 1);
            SLE = newv .* (sigma * Expo + lambda0);
            l = (rand (m, 1) < 0.9) .* SLE .* (T < 1);
l=min(l-deductible,limited).*(T<1);
l=max(l,0).*(T<1);
L=L+l;
end
L(P==0)=0;
net(k)=(P*m-sum(L));
profit(k)=net(k)/sum(P*m);
mtheta(k)=sum(L)/((ALE*m)*(1-alpha))-1;
end
\%theta=quantile(mtheta,0.95)
theta=mean(mtheta);
dtheta=abs(theta-theta0);
theta0=theta;
end
end

B.2 Code for Three-year-term Profit and Loss

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
limited=20*1e+6;
theta0=0.02;
a=0.3464*1e-5;
budget=0.825*1e+6;
deductible=10000;
m=1000;
v=rand(m,1);
t=0.9;
ARO=0.1;
mu=10e+6;
sigma=(5e+10)^0.5;
%%%%%parameters for small company
%%%%%parameters for small company
\%given v,lambda
for j=1:1000
  v=rand(m,1);
  lambda=randsample([1,2,5],m,true,[0.9,0.08,0.02])*10e+6;
end
T=0;
L=0;
TM=[];
LM=[];
\%z=4000*(v>0.6)+1000*(v<0.4);
while (sum(T<3)>0)
    Tt=exprnd(1/0.1,m,1);
    T=T+Tt;
    TM=[TM,T];
    Expo=normrnd(0,1,m,1);
    SLE=(sigma*Expo+lambda');
    l=(rand(m,1)<0.9).*SLE.*(T<3);
    l=min(l-deductible,limited).*(T<3);
    l=max(l,0).*(T<3);
    LM=[LM,l];
end

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%investment requirement
\%z=4000*(v>0.6)+1000*(v<0.4); \%type1 reuquire investment
z=0*(v>0.6); \%type3 no investment require

v1=v.^(a*z+1); 

for i=1:m
    \[zp,Pp,reR\] = Optim(deductible,limited,theta0,lambda(i),a,budget-z(i),v1(i)); P1(i)=Pp;
end
L1=sum(LM.*(TM<=1),2).*newv1'; \%year1 loss
L1=min(L1,limited);
\%v2=newv1; \%type1 no vulnerability punishment
v2=newv1+(1-newv1)*0.5.*(L1>0)'; \%type2 vulnerability punishment

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%investment requirement
\%z=4000*(v2>0.6)+1000*(v2<0.4); \%type1 investment require
\%z=4000*(L1>0); \%type2 loss investment require
z=0*(L1>0); \%type3 no investment reuiqre
v2=v2.^(a*z'+1);  

for i=1:m
    \[zp,Pp,reR\] = Optim(deductible,limited,theta0,lambda(i),a,budget-z(i),v2(i));
newv2(i)=v2(i).^(a*zp+1);
P2(i)=Pp;
end
L2=sum(LM.*(TM<=2&TM>1),2).*newv2'; %year 2 loss
L2=min(L2,limited);
v3=newv2; %type1 no vulnerability punishment
v3=newv2+(1-newv2)*0.5.*(L2>0)'; %type2 vulnerability punishment
z=4000*(v3>0.6)+1000*(v3<0.4); %type1 investment require
z=4000*(L2>0); %type2 loss investment require
z=0*(L2>0); %type3 no investment require
v3=v3.^(a*z'+1) ;
for i=1:m
    [zp,Pp,reR] = Optim(deductible,limited,theta0,lambda(i),a,budget-z(i),v3(i));
    newv3(i)=v3(i).^(a*zp+1);
P3(i)=Pp;
end
L3=sum(LM.*(TM<=3&TM>2),2).*newv3'; %year 3 loss
L3=min(L3,limited);
profit1(j)=(sum(P1)-sum(L1))/sum(P1);
profit2(j)=(sum(P2)-sum(L2))/sum(P2);
profit3(j)=(sum(P3)-sum(L3))/sum(P3);
profit(j)=((sum(P1)-sum(L1))+(sum(P2)-sum(L2))+(sum(P3)-sum(L3)))/(sum(P1)+sum(P2)+sum(P3));
end
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